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Many methods of measuring niche overlap have been proposed, such as those of
Renkonen, Morisita, and Horn. In this paper, conditions are put forward which
overlap indices should reasonably be expected to satisfy. A general description of
a good index is given, which covers as special cases those of the well-known
indices which satisfy all the conditions. A mixture of the Renkonen and van Belle
& Ahmad indices is suggested, as it has many desirable properties. The problem
of estimating overlap from data is discussed briefly.
1. Introduction
MANY measures have been proposed to quantify the degree to which the
distributions of two species overlap. In the usual setting of niche overlap, the
numbers xt and _y, of animals of species 1 and 2 in 'resource state' i are recorded,
where i runs between 1 and n, say; other information, such as the abundance r, of
each resource state may also be known (Hurlbert, 1978). These data are then
combined to give a measure of overlap. Writing X = E/ xh Y = E/ yi, R = Li rt,
pt = xi/X, and qi = yJY, common examples can be expressed as follows.
1. (Euclidean) 1 - [E, \{pt - qtf]K
2. (Renkonen, 1938) E, min (p,, ?,) = 1 - \ E, \p, - qt\.
3. (Matusita, 1955) E, (pfldh-
4. (Morisita, 1959) 2
* (unrn io*/;-> E, [fo + yd log fo + yd - *i log x, - y, log y,]
5. (Horn, 1966)
 {x+Y)log(X+Y)-XlogX-YlogY '
6. (Modified form of Horn's index as in Ricklefs & Lau, 1980)
(1/2 log 2) E/ [(Pi + qd log (Pt + qd ~Pi logp, - q, log q,\.
7. (Lloyd's (1967) index of interspecies patchiness; Hurlbert, 1978) n
8. (Lance & Williams, 1967) 1 - (1/n) E, \x, - y,\l{x, + y,).
9. (Pianka, 1973) E / W K E ^ X E ^ ? ) ] * .
10. (van Belle & Ahmad, 1974) 2 E, [p^ilipi +
99
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11. (Grassle & Smith, 1976)
where m may be any integer, m 2* 1: for m = 1, the formula yields Morisita's
index.
12. (Hurlbert, 1978) (R/XY) E,
13. (Petraitis, 1979)
Which of these, or other, indices to use is still much in debate (Abrams, 1980;
Hurlbert, 1978; Ricklefs & Lau, 1980; Smith & Zaret, 1982; Wolda, 1981).
The problem may conveniently be divided into two parts. The first is to decide
how, if perfect information about the distributions of the two species were
available, an index of overlap should be defined. The second is to find a good way
of estimating the chosen index of overlap, given the imperfect information
actually available. In Sections 2-4 of this paper, the first part of the problem is
addressed in detail. A rationale is put forward for assessing overlap indices, a
general family of good indices is proposed, and a basis on which an appropriate
index may be chosen is suggested. In Section 5, the problem of estimating overlap
from sample data is discussed briefly. The more mathematical aspects of the
argument are presented in Gerrard & Barbour (1986), referred to hereafter as
Part II.
2. Underlying axioms
We assume that the two species are distributed over a region si which consists
of / biologically homogeneous sub-regions siu . . . , sij. With perfect information
one would know the population density of each species over each sub-region sij
(1 =£/ =s/). If Lt and Mj denote respectively the numbers of individuals of species
1 and 2 living in sub-region stjt the respective population densities over sij would
most naturally be defined as Ly/a; and Mjlajt where ay is the area of sij; however,
this is by no means the only reasonable definition: a measure of volume may be
more appropriate for the denominator than a measure of area, or, more
significantly, the amount of a given resource in the region (Hurlbert, 1978), so we
shall define the population densities in sub-region sij by
X, = Lj/&j and Hj = MjlQ, (l^j^J), (2.1)
where the #'s may be any positive constants, but usually correspond to some
natural measure, such as area, evaluated over the sub-regions.
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Note that the region si need not represent a genuine geographical area under
examination. For instance, there may be / distinguishable standard habitat types
which are considered of importance with respect to the two species, which all
occur in a geographical area <§. It is possible to let si be the same as (6, and set si)
to be that part of 'S which has habitat type;, 1 =s/ =s/: in this case, supposing 0 to
be chosen as area measure, #y would be the area of habitat type sij.
Alternatively, for comparability with other studies, it may be convenient to take
si to consist of sub-regions sl^,.. . , sij in 'S of prescribed areas, sij again being
of habitat type j , so that si is only a part of <3. Overlap on si then represents a
kind of standardized measure of overlap for the species, as found in W, in the
calculation of which all habitat types are given pre-determined weights, cor-
responding to the areas of the sub-regions. Thus, if all the sub-regions are chosen
to have the same area, each habitat type is given equal weight. The densities of
each species per unit area would then in practice be estimated by sampling in
each habitat type within CS, as discussed in Section 5. This second procedure has
the advantage that it eliminates as far as possible the effects of variation in habitat
proportions, when comparing the niche overlap of the two species between one
geographical area and another.
A measure of overlap is to be constructed by comparing the densities Ay and pt
for 1 «£/ ^ / . First define /and m. to be the average population densities over the
whole space:
( ) A (2-2)
(2.3))/
where 8 = Ey fy, and then define the standardized densities
The/'s and g's thus describe the distributions of the two species over the various
sub-regions relative to their overall abundance, and can be seen in a mathemati-
cal sense as probability densities with respect to the measure fy/O, in that they
take only non-negative values and
The idea of overlap is associated naturally with the relative distributions given
by the fs and g's, in the sense that overlap should remain unchanged if the /*s
and g's remain the same, even if either or both of the overall average population
densities / and *» are changed. We shall therefore take as our first axiom:
AXIOM 1 [Relative abundances] A measure of overlap should depend at most on
the/ 's, the g's, and the #'s.
This axiom, like those that follow, is to be understood in the sense that it should
be accepted unless there are strong reasons for rejecting it inherent in the
situation under consideration; in other words, a measure of overlap designed for
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general use should reasonably comply with the axiom. Axiom 1 reflects the spirit
of the argument in, for example, Smith (1982).
Further axioms have been suggested, of which we take the following:
AXIOM 2 [Splitting of sub-regions] If the population densities are identical on
two different sub-regions—that is, if kx = A2 and fit = \i2 on sub-regions sil and
si2—then the measure of overlap should be unchanged if we amalgamate si^ and
si2 into a region si* over which 0* = 0j + &2, A* = Ai = A2, n* = Pi = \i2.
This property is suggested in, for example, Abrams (1980).
AXIOM 3 [Repeated observations] If a region si' is adjoined to si, consisting of
sub-regions st[, .. ., si'j such that fy = aty for each ; and for some constant
a>0, and if A) = Ay and /*/ = /*/ f° r e a c n l ^ / 5 5 ^ t n e n the overlap measure
derived from the combined region si U si' should be the same as that measured
from si alone.
In particular, corresponding to the case or = 1, two separate and identical regions
si and si' yielding exactly the same information about relative distribution should
give the same overlap whether taken together or singly: that is, adding a second
investigation exactly confirming the results of the first should not lead to a change
in the degree of overlap.
AXIOM 4 [Empty sub-regions] If a sub-region siJ+1 is adjoined to si over which
s£J+i = Mj+i = 0, then the overlap measured from si U siJ+l should be the same
as that measured from si alone.
This property is advocated by Abrams (1982), whereas Hurlbert (1978) considers
it undesirable.
AXIOM 5 [Calibration] If Ay = nt for 1 « / « / , then the overlap measure should
be unity; if Ayjjy = O for 1 =£/=£/, the overlap should be 0; in any other
circumstances the overlap should lie strictly between 0 and 1.
This last is a calibration axiom, making all states of perfect overlap equivalent,
and all states of no overlap equivalent.
The first three axioms already limit the choice of measure of overlap strongly.
Axiom 1 states that it must be a function of triples (fi,gi,&i),
ifi> g2> #2). • • • >(f/> gj< QJ)> and the effect of Axioms 2 and 3 is to restrict the
choice further to functions of the discrete probability distribution defined by
assigning probability fy/d to the point (f/,gj), l « ; = s / , with the understanding
that when two or more of the points coincide, the corresponding probabilities are
to be added. That is, mathematically speaking, if the distinct points generated by
the set of points (fu gj),. . . , (fJt gy^—that is, ignoring repeats^—are denoted by
(fi> g\)> • • • > (IK, §K), where K =J if all the original points were distinct, then the
overlap measure must be a function of the discrete probability distribution P
defined by
y«n
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where °Vk denotes the set of indices ; for which fi =fk and gj=gk- Such overlap
measures are said to satisfy Condition Q ; it is exactly equivalent to Axioms 1-3
taken together.
Now if fj = gj for all 1 ^j^J, the case of perfect overlap, the points (fk, gk) will
all have /* = gk, so that the corresponding probability distribution concentrates all
its probability on the diagonal 3) := {(w, w), w ;* 0}. Thus, in view of Condition
Ci, we are led to considering ways of quantifying how close a distribution is to
being concentrated on the diagonal S).
Much the most natural way of attempting this is to choose a function <p(x, v)
which, for each pair {x, y), describes how near it is to being on 3), and then to
take the expectation of <p with respect to the given distribution as a measure of
how near the distribution itself is to being concentrated on 3), thus obtaining an
intuitively appealing average degree of closeness. Note that such a function <p
should reasonably be symmetric, satisfying <j>{x, y) = <p{y, x) for all x, y.
Translated into our terms, this gives a candidate set of measures of overlap of the
form
Q: 2 W/> &) A (2-5)
with <p a symmetric function. Then &$(£, gj)IQ can be interpreted as the amount
of overlap contributed by sub-region slj alone. These are not the only
possibilities. For instance, one could take a measure such as
nun <(>(//,
 gj) (2.6)
which does not involve the third argument of the triples, but such functions tend
to be biologically unreasonable, for instance in laying too much weight on a single
extreme sub-region, and we shall not consider them further. Or one could try
taking, say, the median of the distribution of <p(x, y) when (x, y) has the
distribution P. But combining comparisons on the individual sub-regions by an
appropriate summation seems to be a universally accepted method, and so we
shall restrict ourselves to measures based on the form Q , but perhaps extended
by taking a function of one or more quantities of the form (2.5).
Axiom 4 has a further restrictive effect on the class Q . An expression of the
form C2 satisfies Axiom 4 if and only if the function (p can be written in the form
4>(x, y) = 4(0,0) +fa+yM\x-y\/(x+y)) (x+y>0, x,y5*0) (2.7)
for some function rp whose single argument takes values in the interval [0,1] (see
Part II). The constant <p(0, 0) may be taken without loss of generality to be 0.
Thus, in view of Axiom 4, we confine attention to functions of quantities of the
form
C3: 2*,Xf,+g,M\fi-8jWj+8j)Ve, (2-8)
for some function \p(z) (0=sz«l) . Axiom 5, the calibration axiom, demands
that V(0) = 1, V(l) = 0. and 0 < rp(z) < 1 for 0 < z < 1. Further, the form (2.8)
suggests that rp should be decreasing: considering pairs (fu gt) and (f2, g2) with
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fi+gi=f2 + g2> the pair with the smaller value of f-g should clearly give the
greater contribution to overlap.
The form C3 has an invariance property which appears stronger than Axiom 4
(but in fact merely emphasises the axiom's power) in that it depends only on the
raw data Lt and Ms, and not on the fy. More explicitly, if ns = L;/E* Lk and
P) = MjlYik Mk, then C3 can be rewritten, by replacing^ and gs with expressions in
terms of Lj and Mt via (2.1)-(2.4), as
C?: 2 ifay + Pi)y(\xi - P/lK^i + Pi))- (2-9)
Since it is difficult to suggest a methodical way of choosing the #'s in many cases,
and the choice actually made must be to some extent arbitrary, the invariance of
Q under changes in the #y is extremely useful. Notice also that C^ implies an
extension of Axiom 2: the overlap measure remains unchanged when J^X and s&2
are amalgamated not only if Aj = A2 and \ix = \i2 but also if kjp2 = Aj//^, or,
equivalently, if n1/p1 = njp2.
At this point, it is interesting to observe to what extent the measures quoted in
the introduction would be consistent with Axioms 1-5, in the presence of full
information.
1. The Euclidean index yields
1 -
which is not of the form Ci: indeed, Axiom 2 is not satisfied. It also violates
Axiom 5.
2. The Renkonen index can be expressed in the form C ,^ with V>(z) = 1 — z,
and so satisfies all of Axioms 1-5.
3. Matusita's index is of the form C ,^ with ip(z) = (1 — z2)*, and hence satisfies
Axioms 1-5.
4. The fundamental comparison element of Morisita's index, the sum
is not of the form C :^ indeed, writing it in terms of the /*s and g's for a given
underlying measure & gives the formula
which is not of the form Q . The denominator, in the original or in Horn's (1966)
form, is designed to satisfy Axiom 5, and Axiom 4 holds: but its failure to satisfy
Axiom 2 leads to the observed drawbacks (under-weighting of small probabilities,
Grassle & Smith, 1976), noted in the literature.
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5. Horn's index fails to satisfy Axioms 1 and 5.
6. The modified Horn index satisfies C3 with
xp(z) = 1 - [(1 + 2) log (1 + 2) + (1 - 2) log (1 - z)]/2 log 2,
and hence satisfies Axioms 1-5.
7. Lloyd's index fails to satisfy Axioms 2, 4, and 5.
8. Lance & William's index fails to satisfy Axioms 1, 2, and 4.
9. Pianka's index fails to satisfy Axiom 2.
10. van Belle & Ahmad's index is of the form C3 with xj>(z) = 1 - z2, and
hence satisfies Axioms 1-5.
11. Grassle & Smith's index, based on the comparison E/ [1 - (1 - nt)m] x
[1 - (1 - Pt)m], fails like Morisita's to satisfy Axiom 2.
12. Hurlbert's index is of the form Q with fy = rt and <p(x, y) = xy: however, it
fails to satisfy Axioms 4 and 5.
13. Petraitis's index fails to satisfy Axioms 1 and 5.
It should be stressed that indices based on the form Q are not the only ones
satisfying Axioms 1-5, but derive also from the idea of averaging the closeness of
fj to gj (1 s=; =£/). For instance, any function of the distribution on [0,1] which,
for each 1 *£; « / , attaches mass \{jij + pj) to the point \nt - Pj\/(nj + pt) (adding
the masses in the case of coincident values) satisfies Axioms 1-4. Axiom 5 is
satisfied if in addition the function takes values betweeen 0 and 1, with the value
0 only for the distribution assigning all its mass to the point 1 and the value 1 only
for the distribution assigning all its mass to the point 0.
The principal dissenting voice with regard to the treatment of overlap is that of
Hurlbert (1978), in respect of Axiom 4. The difference is fundamental and hinges
on different underlying motivations. Here, we have considered overlap as a
property of the distributions of two species, which may be of use as a general
descriptive aid. Hurlbert, on the other hand, argues that overlap is of interest as a
tool to study competition for scarce resources. Although, in this regard, we might
suppose that the amount of rivalry exhibited between two species per unit
resource were r\:=H EyA^^/Ey^/, the constant of proportionality H must
unfortunately depend on factors such as aggressiveness, range of visibility of one
species by the other, distribution of resources, and so on. Hurlbert's index is an
attempt to derive a measure of overlap from r; without knowledge of H, achieved
only at the cost of sacrificing Axioms 4 and 5. It seems to us that competition is
better analysed with reference to all parameters and by means of appropriate
equations, and that overlap, for whatever reason it may occur, is of interest in its
own right as a descriptive tool, for which it makes sense to use Axiom 4.
3. Farther properties
In this section we consider two further axioms, which are not so obviously
indispensable as Axioms 1-5. Both attempt to make the idea of overlap more
precise—they are to be viewed in the same spirit as the other axioms, bearing in
mind that the collection of possible indices of the form Q is so extensive that we
can afford to be selective.
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The idea of measuring overlap is to quantify the similarity between two
distributions. Similarity, though, is rather a vague concept. The complementary
concept of difference, on the other hand, may be linked in with the precise
mathematical notion of a distance. If a function d(z1, z2) is to be a distance
between the elements of a set Z, then for each zu z2, z3eZ the following must be
satisfied:
(i) d(zu Z2) s* 0, with d(zx, z^ = 0 if and only if z = z2;
(ii) d(zx,z2) = d(z2,zl);
(iii) d(zu z2) + d(z2, z3) > d{zu z3).
Only the third of these requires comment: it stipulates that the distance from zx to
z3 via some other point z2 must be at least as great as the direct distance from zx
to z3, a most natural assumption which can be seen as a generalization of the old
axiom that the shortest distance between two points is a straight line. It is by no
means clear how one would go about constructing an equally appealing
complementary condition which a similarity should satisfy.
We now introduce an axiom which fixes the idea that similarity and distance are
to be in some sense complementary. A measure of overlap satisfying Condition
Q can be viewed as a measure of similarity, 5 say, between pairs of probability
distributions n and p over the natural numbers, because of the representation C3.
This suggests Unking S(JI, p) with d(n, p), for some distance d. Let Z be the
collection of all probability distributions over the natural numbers.
AXIOM 6 [Distance] S(n, p) = o(d(ji, p)), where d is a distance function on Z
satisfying d{n, p)«1 with d(ji, p) = 1 if and only if npj = 0 for all j , and where a
is some continuous, strictly decreasing function on [0,1], with a(0) = 1 and
a(l) = 0.
Thus similarity is required to be a decreasing function of a distance. Or one could
require more:
AXIOM 6+ [Strong distance] S{n, p) = 1 - d(n, p), where d is as above.
This specifies the relationship between similarity and distance in the simplest
possible way. It will be seen that Axiom 6+ is considerably more restrictive than
Axiom 6.
Of the four indices Renkonen, Matusita, modified Horn, and van Belle &
Ahmad which satisfy Axioms 1-5, all also satisfy Axiom 6; the Renkonen index
alone satisfies Axiom 6+, and is associated with the total variation distance. The
other three all satisfy Axiom 6 with a{d) = \-d2: the Matusita index is
associated with the HeUinger distance, and it is proved in Part II that the other
two are also associated with distances. Notice that if, for any of these three
similarity indices, S, we define § = 1 - (1 - S)*, then 5 satisfies Axiom 6+ as well
as Axioms 1-5.
The second axiom qualifying similarity is essentially Wolda's (1981) property of
linear increase. Let vmn denote the uniform probability distribution on the
integers m + 1, m + 2,. .. , n.
AXIOM 7 [Extended calibration] 5(v0 „, vmm+n) = 1 - m/n for 1 =s m «s n.
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Thus, given two species, each having constant density over n habitats, Axiom 7
specifies a linear relationship between their overlap and the number n—moi
habitats the species have in common. The axiom attempts to standardize what is
meant by values of overlap other than 0 and 1. It should, however, be stressed
that different similarity measures S satisfying Axiom 7 may still produce different
results, when the distributions being compared are not both of the form v.
Axiom 7 is satisfied by the four indices mentioned above, but not by the
transformed indices 5.
One use of measures of overlap is as a basis for automatic procedures, such as
multi-dimensional scaling, which depict the relationships between species by
representing each one as a point on a low- (usually two-) dimensional map, on
which the closeness of a pair of points reflects as closely as possible the overlap
between the corresponding species. Since the notion of a map as incorporated
into such procedures is intrinsically connected with that of distance, in the
mathematical sense, it would seem natural for such applications to use measures
of overlap satisfying Axiom 6 at least. Conversely, in automatic procedures in
which a distance measure is implicit, it should be consistent with Axioms 1-5
(with the obvious adjustments to Axiom 5), if the procedure is to be applied to
data of the kind considered in this paper. In particular, correspondence analysis,
as interpreted by the French school (see Greenacre, 1984), uses a distance
function which depends on all the distributions in the species group under
consideration, and not just on the two being compared, and, in the case of only
two distributions, with the information of Section 2, reduces to
2 (L, + Mj)f
which fails to satisfy Axiom 1. Such an interpretation of correspondence analysis
must therefore be treated with caution.
4. Construction of indices
In this section we outline how one would go about constructing an index
satisfying Axioms 1-7 (though not necessarily 6+).
The four indices discussed at the end of the previous section are all of the form
1 — dp, where p = 1 for the Renkonen index and p = 2 for the other three, and
where
{ [ ( ^ ^ ) ] } 1 / P (n,peZ), (4.1)
is a distance, V being a suitably chosen decreasing function satisfying i/>(0) = 1,
t//(l) = 0, 0 < i//(z) < 1 otherwise.
All indices of this form for some p s= 1 are said to belong to Class C4. They
have all the desirable properties dictated by Axioms 1-7 (though Axiom 6+ is
only satisfied if p = 1), and provide a broad range of possible measures of
overlap.
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To begin with, let u(z) = z~l[\ - V(z)]> so that (4.1) becomes
The selection problem thus consists of choosing a suitable function u on [0,1]
with u(l) = 1, u(z)«1, and z«(z) non-decreasing. Axioms 1-5 and 7 are
automatically satisfied by any choice of u, so the only restriction is provided by
Axiom 6, and we may choose any u provided that d is then a distance. The
question of how to fulfil the requirement is investigated in Part II, where various
families of overlap indices are discussed.
u may be interpreted as follows. Consider the contribution to the similarity
1 - dp from a sub-region s4t in which jry = 0, pt = 6, and compare it to the
contribution from sij, in which Jiy = /3 and pj = fi + 6 for some /3 > 0. In the
former case, the contribution is -\d, and in the latter -\6u{z), where
z = 6/(2/3 + 6). The quantity
u{z) = u(\nj - pj\/(n, + p,))
thus represents the contribution to the similarity 1 - dp of a difference of 6
between nf and ph expressed relative to the maximal possible contribution from a
difference of 6. Thus, by choice of u(z), we can weight the contribution of a
difference 6 = \jtj — pj\ in comparison to the contribution of such a difference
when it represents the whole of nt + pt. Note that the contribution
[ k - PI\I{*I + p/)]«O/ - p,-|/(»/ + pi))
per individual to the similarity from sub-region sit remains constant whenever
Kjlpj is held constant.
The Renkonen index has the same value u(z) = 1 for all 0 =s z «£ 1, and it has
been criticized for exactly this reason, in that it gives the same contribution to a
difference of 5, whatever the value of z = 5/(xj + p/), instead of allowing the
contribution to increase with z, as can be done within the class C4. In the spirit of
this criticism, we propose the following two assumptions:
ASSUMPTION 8 The function u should be non-decreasing,
or (a strengthened version):
ASSUMPTION 8+ The function u should be increasing.
A biological argument to support Assumption 8+ is as follows. When
comparing data from two apparently similar regions, or from the same region at
different times, one would expect to find changes, even if sampling error were
negligible, resulting from random environmental variation. Such variation would
tend to cause greater changes in the differences nt — pj corresponding to larger
values of sij + pj than in those corresponding to smaller values of nt + pt.
Assumption 8+ can be interpreted in this context as asserting a preference for
indices which are more stable with respect to random environmental variation
than the Renkonen index.
Another biological reason for accepting Assumption 8+ is the following.
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Habitats where both species are abundant can be thought of as being generally
favourable, placing less stress on the organisms than those in which both species
are rare. In the latter case, differences in abundance are more likely to
correspond to differing abilities to adapt to the harsh environment, thus providing
information of biological interest in the assessment of species overlap; whereas, in
the former case, the same difference may represent a relatively trivial difference
in competitivity. Thus, for example, considering two sub-regions with equal
0-measure, the difference between /i = 0-l and g1 = O-O should be assessed as
being more significant than the difference of the same magnitude between
/2 = 10-1 and g2= 10-0. Using (2.8) and the definition of u(z) preceding (4.2), it
follows that C4 indices can be expressed in terms of u and the relative abundances
as
from which it can be seen that an increasing function u has precisely the effect
argued for above.
The Renkonen index is shown in Part II to have the interesting property that it
is the minimal similarity of class C4 to satisfy Axiom 6+. Any other function u
yielding a class C4 similarity with p = 1 has «(z) > 1 for all z < 1. The Renkonen
index is therefore the only similarity of class C4 to satisfy Axiom 6+ and
Assumption 8. All other C4 similarities satisfying Assumption 8 have the form
1 - dp for some p > 1, and fail to satisfy Axiom 6+: in such cases, the alternative
choice of 1 - d as similarity would retain Axiom 6+, but at the cost of Axiom 7.
Hence, if Assumption 8+ is considered to be biologically important, it is
necessary to take p > 1 and a choice has to be made between Axioms 6+ and 7.
Figure 1 shows the functions u(z) for the four indices mentioned in the
introduction which are of class C4. Except for that of the Renkonen index, all
tend to 0 as z ^ O , which may seem to be a rather extreme downweighting of
small differences between larger proportions. Indeed, the function u for the
Matusita index is shown in Part II to give the greatest downweighting possible, at
each value of z, of any C4 similarity with p *s 2. Both the modified Horn index
and Matusita's index are very fast to downweight differences as soon as z falls
below 1, which may also be considered rather undesirable, whereas that of van
Belle & Ahmad is reasonable in this respect. Indeed, a linear function u{z) has a
certain simplicity and intuitive appeal, and we therefore propose the simple
family of class C4 indices based on the functions ua(z) = a + (1 - a)z (0 =s a *£ 1)
of which the Renkonen index (a = 1) and the van Belle & Ahmad index (a = 0)
are extreme members. That these are indeed C4 similarities for all a is shown in
Part II. The explicit form of the combined indices is given by
4 := a 2 min (n,, p,) + 2(1 - a) £ [x,p,K"j + Pj)], (4.3)
j i
being simply a weighted average of the Renkonen and van Belle & Ahmad
indices, and our subjective proposal for the choice of a would be a = 0-2: no
difference is then downweighted to less than a fifth of what it could be, but a
given difference between small proportions is considered to be more important
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Fio. 1. The functions u(z) for the C4 indices of Rcnkoncn (1), van Belle and Ahmad (2), Horn
(modified) (3) and Matusita (4), together with that of 4,2 (5).
than the same difference between large proportions. The corresponding function
u{z) is also shown in Fig. 1.
5. Estimating overlap
It is unrealistic to suppose that the information used in Section 2 is actually
available. Instead, estimates of X and fi are available at selected sites, and these
are to be combined into an estimate of the true overlap. We distinguish two
settings.
1. The region si is known, but it is not clear how to split si into homogeneous
sub-regions.
In this case, the following procedure allows one to estimate overlap, when
habitat types are weighted in proportion to their extent, denned by a chosen
measure 0. Fix any measure # over si. Area (or volume) measure will do: but if,
for instance, only water boatmen (Notonectidae) are to be considered, it may be
more efficient to take 0 to measure area of water. Then select n points within the
area si independently at random, from the probability distribution over si which
gives probability &(3B)/&(si) to any subset 38 of si (the larger n, the better the
estimate obtained). For area measure, the distribution represents sticking a
random pin n times into si; for area of water, do the same, throwing away all
points falling on land, until n water points are obtained. It is implicit in this
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procedure that the measure 0 must be chosen in such a way as to be calculable
for all known subsets 9& of si, though, since the sub-regions sij are not known,
the values of fy = Q(sAj) are also not known. Finally, at each point i, estimate the
densities Xt and fit of the two species. This might well be done by taking a square
of ^-measure tt around the point i, counting the numbers x, and y, of individuals
of the two species within the square, and setting
and (ii=yilti. (5.1)
and W = (1/«)2A (5-2)
/ t
are consistent estimators of /and »» respectively, and
( i /»)2W+AA0tf ( l^-A*#l / (* /+A/A0) (5-3)
is a consistent measure of the Q-overlap
2 iO5+sMlfj - & 1/05+ft))- (5-4)
i
If t, = t for all 1 =£ i «£ n, so that equal effort is expended at each sampling point,
(5.3) reduces to
2 i( ) ( | | / ( ) (5.5)
wherePi=Xi/Y,kXk and qi=ytIT,kyk. For the index /„, the formulae correspond-
ing to (5.3) and (5.5) are
where X,, fit,i, and«» are defined in (5.1) and (5.2), and, in the case of equal
effort at each sampling site,
- 2 {* min (ph qt) + 2(1 - a)\pfl,/(p, + q,)]}. (5.7)
n
It may often be reasonable to assume that the variance of the estimate (5.3) is
proportional to E/ (1/f/)- Were this exactly so, the choice t, = t, 1 =s i « n, would
minimize the variance of estimate (5.3) subject to the constraint (on total effort)
E< t, = nt.
2. The region si consists of distinguishable homogeneous sub-regions
six, • • • > S&J> and fy = &(sij) is known for each 1 =£; as/.
In this case, estimate the densities Ay and Hj in the region sij by counting the
numbers x} and ys of the two species arising in a sampling area of ^-measure tt,
and take
X (5.8)
Then
^ 2 2 # y and » = E W E * / (5-9)
i i '
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are consistent estimates of I and » , and
( 5 1 0 >
is a consistent estimate of the Q-measure (5.4). If tj=T#j/Ek#k (1 =£;=£/)
(effort in area sts proportional to fly), then estimate (5.10) reduces to
2 \ipj + qM\pj - q,\lip, + q>))> (5- n )
where pj=x]/Tlk^k and qj = yj/T,kyk- For the index Ia of (4.3), the formulae
corresponding to (5.10) and (5.11) are
'
 < 5 1 2 )
where ij, fa,/, and~ are given by (5.8) and (5.9), and, in the case of sampling
effort in region s&) being proportional to &t,
2 [a min (p,, q,) + 2(1 - afoqj/ip, + q,)]. (5.13)
If the variance of estimate (5.10) were proportional to E/ (#?A/)/(E/ fy)2, as
may often be approximately the case, the choice tj = T&j/Y,k&k ( l = s / ^ / )
(proportional effort) minimizes the variance of (5.10) subject to the constraint (on
total effort) E/ tt = T.
It may sometimes be the case that the regions stlr. . . , s&j are distinguishable,
but that the #'s are fixed artificially, either because 0(jrfy) is unknown, or so as to
give pre-determined weights to the various habitat types for reasons of com-
parability with other studies. In such circumstances, the second of the above
estimation procedures is appropriate: however, the quantity being estimated now
depends on the chosen values 0y, which no longer necessarily agree with &($tj),
and overlap values can only properly be compared between investigations when
the definitions of the sub-regions sij and their weights 0y are in reasonable
agreement.
The estimates (5.3) and (5.10), although consistent, need not be the best
possible in any particular sampling scheme, and are frequently subject to bias
(Mueller & Altenberg, 1985; Smith & Zaret, 1982). Improved estimators of the
index la which show less bias than (5.13) are discussed in Schatzmann & Barbour
(1986).
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